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Fresh New Zealand grown vegetable snacks
Sophie Gray and Food magazine – culinary
nirvana at its most approachable
It’s dangerous to open a copy of Food
magazine on an empty stomach. Chances
are, you’ll instantly regret what you’ve
planned for dinner when far more exciting
dishes get your digestive juices flowing. It
helps that most of the recipes can actually
be whipped up from ingredients you have to
hand. No mad dash to specialty food shops
to stock up on exotic ingredients you’ll use
only once. This is culinary nirvana at its
most approachable.
It should therefore come as no surprise to
fans of Food magazine that author Sophie
Gray, aka The Destitute Gourmet, is at
the helm. Over the years, Sophie Gray has
made a name for herself as New Zealand’s
foremost expert of making delicious,
nutritious food for families on a budget.
‘We want contributors that understand and
respect our audience - ordinary people
with fussy kids and busy lives. There is
so much food snobbery around – but if
you’ve worked all day, have teenagers and
washing and a science fair project to help
with, you need nutritious recipes that work
for real life.’
Seasonal vegetables make a huge
contribution to Sophie’s creative output and
by extension, the magazine’s success. ‘We
are always looking at how we can make at
least half the meal vegetables. Seasonal

produce is the cheapest and the freshest.
Affordable, nourishing, it can help make
meals go a long way. And at the end of the
week you can make soup to use up all the
odds and ends.

As editor of Food magazine, Sophie sees
her role as educating readers and moving
them outside their repertoire of recipes.
‘People who like to cook are always
interested in learning. You don’t have to buy
expensive salad ingredients when you can
introduce a seasonal variation. We’re big
on slaws over winter – brilliant for burgers
and burritos – finely sliced green and red

We showcase some of our recent work
in this issue and have included several
community events.
The Massey University Deitetic Students
research has been completed and
we have included a summary of the
final results. We are now working with
teachers to produce more resources for
this area. Our latest resources include
a new recipe leaflet, the popular plate
model and as the Supplements poster
was so popular it is now available in two
sizes; A3 and A4.

‘We’ve found the healthiest, leanest meals
are the cheapest and are fundamentally
vegetable based. Prepared from scratch, as
opposed to ready-made, healthy food is the
cheapest around.’
Sophie’s tips for budget shopping create a
wealth of opportunities for the home cook.
‘Buy vegetables that can be cooked or
eaten raw. Some of my favorite vegetables
are the ones you can use year round.
Spinach, because if you’re not going to use
it in a salad, you can cook it. Sauté it with
lemon and garlic and oil – it’s a superfood.
Staples like carrots and kumara can be
prepared in so many ways. Grate a carrot
with apple, toss with nuts and sesame
seeds – you’ve got a great lunch.’

IN THIS ISSUE

We have launched the latest ‘Meet
the grower’ video featuring kumara
grower Andre de Bruin from Dargaville
and a series of how to cook videos
developed in partnership with the Heart
Foundation.

cabbage with a light dressing. It’s about
creating texture and flavour.’
Much of the excitement of opening an
issue of Food is due to the magazine’s
vibrant photography. So often appetites are
excited by the eyes and there is nothing like
fresh vegetables to provide bright flashes
of colour. Perhaps that boring brown
casserole could sit in the fridge for another
night after all.
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The inaugural Canterbury Forum-onwheels which visited four growers
was a huge success connecting chefs,
teachers and food writers with growers.
We have updated the Classification,
preparation and cooking vegetables
poster to coincide with the launch of the
new edition of NZ Chef.
Happy cooking and remember
vegetables are great snacks.
The vegetables.co.nz team
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Vegetables.co.nz and the Heart
Foundation partnered with the Massey
University Dietetics programme late
in 2016 to investigate the current food
programmes being run in New Zealand
schools. The purpose of this study was
to:
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For more information visit our website: http://www.newzealandgap.co.nz

Or contact us: Phone: +64 4 472 3795 | Free phone: 0508 467 869 | Email: info@hortnz.co.nz
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Based on these findings provide
recommendations for strengthening
the ‘Health and physical education’
and ‘Food technology’ curricula.
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Our Values

Investigate the teaching of food
programmes taught to Year 7
and 8 students in New Zealand
intermediate and composite
schools
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The full survey report and the
summary learnings sheet shown are
now available on the vegetables.co.nz
website - http://www.vegetables.
co.nz/research/ They certainly make
interesting reading. The survey
summary is featured on page 3 of this
issue of Fresh inspiration
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The nutritional composition and
health benefits of tomatoes update
2016 – Dr Carolyn Lister (Plant &
Food Research) - January 2017
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VIDEOS

— Growing kumara in New Zealand with Andre de Bruin

Raw vegetable
snacks

Wash, slice, munch
[peel if necessary]

Andre de Bruin
To view the videos visit http://www.vegetables.co.nz/education-and-resources/teaching-resources/
celeriac

How to cook videos

carrot

Vegetables.co.nz are proud to
work with the Heart Foundation
on the development of cooking
nes
sco
e
l
videos for use in their
b
eta
Fuelled4Life programme.
Veg
The programme is designed
to support teachers, parents,
caregivers and food preparers to
make healthier choices for the
children in their care.

kohlrabi
arbles

m
Vegetable

Some of the videos are;
Vegetable marbles, vegetable
scones, courgette based pizza,
baked kumara snake, Tomato and
capsicum pasta sauce.

orange kumara

e
Baked kumara snak

Managed by the Heart Foundation,
Fuelled4life is a collaborative
initiative involving the education,
health and food industry sectors
working together to supply
healthier food in schools and early
learning services.
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http://www.vegetables.co.nz/education-and-resources/teaching-resources/how-to-cook-videos/
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�e�eloping the abilit� to prepare health� meals
�ill empo�er our children and �outh to be able
to access and en�o� a nutritious diet �ithin their
o�n budgetar�� cultural� social and time
constraints o�er a lifetime. The school curriculum
is the most appropriate place to teach and
de�elop cooking literac� skills as it reaches all
children and pro�ides cross�curricular learning.
The current education curriculum pro�ides for
this to occur� ďƵƚĚŽĞƐŝƚĂĐƚƵĂůůǇŚĂƉƉĞŶ͍

&ŽŽĚŝƚĞŵƐŵĂĚĞ͗
• The ma�orit� of food items prepared �ere not
main meal items �����.
• �iscretionar� food items �dessert and baked
items� made up ��� of food items prepared.

��er �� sources of resources �ere identified as
being used to teach nutrition messages to �ear �
and � students. The ten most commonl�
accessed sources are sho�n belo�.
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ZĞĐŝƉĞƐĞůĞĐƚŝŽŶ͗
�espondents sourced recipes primaril� from
cookbooks ������ the internet ����� and existing
school recipes�sources �����. The t�o most
common themes dri�ing recipe choice �as time
constraints ����� and the ingredient cost �����.
�dditionall�� ��� of teachers reported that the
recipe needed to be appropriate for use at home
and fit �ithin the budgetar� constraints of the
famil�. �ocus �as placed on utilising seasonal
produce� as greater a�ailabilit� meant reduced
cost. Teaching a specific skill or techni�ue and
nutritional �alue of the recipe �ere other
common considerations.
WƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůĐŽŽŬŝŶŐƐŬŝůůƐ͗
• The practical cooking skills used in the recipes
chosen �ere predominantl� associated �ith
cooking discretionar� food items ��roup ��.
• There �as a clear gap seen in the skills taught
�hich are associated �ith preparing a main
meal ��roup ��.

ƵƌƌŝĐƵůƵŵ͗
• There �as a high degree of inconsistenc�
bet�een �hat is taught� ho� it is taught and
ho� long is de�oted to it.
• �nl� ��� of teachers identified students
being able to plan and prepare a complete
meal as a ke� learning ob�ecti�e.
• � ma�or theme �as the �ood Technolog�
process of “brief� design� produce and
e�aluate”.
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Group 1
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�teaming

�ashing

�neading

Thickening

�rating

�r�ing

Boiling

Baking

�ssembling

�nife skills

�
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dŚĞŽƌǇͲďĂƐĞĚ ŶƵƚƌŝƚŝŽŶ͗
�nl� ��� of students �ere taught theor��based
nutrition and these nutrition messages �ere
inconsistent. The ten most commonl� taught
nutrition topics are sho�n belo�.
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�easuring
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�espondents �ere ��� teachers from ���
schools throughout �e� �ealand� �hich
pro�ided a food programme to �ear � and �
students. �n additional ten schools ��.���
responded and �ere found to not offer a food
programme to this age group. �erbal and face�
to�face inter�ie�s �ere conducted o�er three
�eeks. The online sur�e� collected responses
o�er eight �eeks.

���

Temp control

������

��

�ixing

�n con�unction �ith �egetables.co.n� and the
�eart �oundation� �asse� �ni�ersit� dietetic
students undertook a stud� aimed at
in�estigating food programmes taught to �ear �
and � students in �e� �ealand intermediate and
composite schools b� de�eloping a sur�e� suited
to multiple forms of deli�er�.
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ĐŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞŵĞŶƚƐ͗
DĂƐƐĞǇhŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇĚŝĞƚĞƚŝĐƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐĨŽƌƐƚƵĚǇ
ĚĞƐŝŐŶ͕ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚƉƌĞůŝŵƌĞƐƵůƚƐϮϬϭϲ͘
>ŝƐĂ,ĞŶĚĞƌƐŽŶĨŽƌĐŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞĨŝŶĂůƌĞƉŽƌƚ͕
ƉŽƐƚĞƌĂŶĚƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ͘
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�inistr� of �ducation
�ro�ect cook
�aga�ines
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�ealth� �ood �uide
Books
�egetables.co.n�
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�nternet
�eart �oundation
��
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The communities’ expectations of the current
curriculum are that all �ear � and � students
nation�ide� from differing cultures and socio�
economic backgrounds ha�e the opportunit� to
learn practical cooking skills. �ide differences in
teachers time� budgets� resources� and
messaging mean that the life skills actuall� being
taught �ar� dramaticall�.

���������������
‘Best practice guidelines’ for the curriculum
should �ork �ithin current practical food
programmes being held for �ear � and � students
in �e� �ealand schools.
>ĞƐƐŽŶƉůĂŶƐ͗
�t is essential lessons plans be cross curricula and
utilise digital technologies. This �ill include food
�ith technological literac�� sensor� and
numerolog� literac� and health – �ood and
�utrition.
WƌĂĐƚŝƐŝŶŐƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ͗
These proposed pilot lesson plans can be used as
�alid e�idence b� teachers to meet practising
teaching criteria. The proposed lesson plans and
associated resources �ould demonstrate
commitment to�
• �romoting the �ell�being of all ākonga
• Bicultural partnership in �otearoa �e�
�ealand
• �ngoing professional learning and
de�elopment of personal professional practice
ƐƐĞŶƚŝĂůƚŽƉŝĐƐĂŶĚƚŚĞŵĞƐƚŽŝŶĐŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞ͗
• �nife skills�handling
• �ood skills – methods of cooker� �bake�
steam� stir fr�� roasting� steaming�hangi�
• �ood safet� including personal h�giene�
�ashing dishes� cross contamination
• Temperature control includes care and safet�
of electrical e�uipment – safet� in kitchen.
• �ood presentation – plating the meals
• �ecipes – sound� economical� realistic and
descripti�e �ith pictures
• �ood presentation and sharing food � eating
�ith famil���hanau
• Time management � incorporate planning for
efficienc�� routine�methodical process
• �ustainabilit� – food �aste management
techni�ues
ZĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐĂŶĚĨƵƌƚŚĞƌƌĞĂĚŝŶŐ͗

Bi�hussein� �.� Blair� �.� �enderson� �.� �ackson� �.� �a�n� �.� �tach�sh�n� �.� . . .
�illiams� �. ������. zĞĂƌϳĂŶĚϴEĞǁĞĂůĂŶĚĨŽŽĚƐƵƌǀĞǇ. �uckland.
�ducation council. �racticing teacher criteria. �etrie�ed from
https���educationcouncil.org.n��content�registered�teacher�criteria��
�orton� �. ������. ŽŽŬŝŶŐůŝƚĞƌĂĐǇ͗ƚŚĞƌŽůĞŽĨƚŚĞƐĐŚŽŽůĐƵƌƌŝĐƵůƵŵ. �etrie�ed
from http������.�egetables.co.n��assets��ploads��ooking��iterac�.pdf
�inistr� of �ducation. ������. dŚĞEĞǁĞĂůĂŶĚƵƌƌŝĐƵůƵŵ. �ellington� �e�
�ealand� �earning �edia �imited.

Vegetables
Classification and
Preparation
Poster Relaunched

The Canterbury team with The Ropers

Forum on Wheels Hits Canterbury
The famous Vegetables.co.nz Forum on
Wheels recently made its inaugural visit to
Canterbury with rave reviews.
For those that haven’t experienced it, a
Forum on Wheels is an invitation only,
free paddock to plate experience for key
influencers. It is offered twice a year
focusing on the major growing regions –
Pukekohe, Waikato and now Canterbury.

The synergy
of onions and
mobile phones

Participants are bused around the region,
provided regional growing information
and statistics along with visiting up to 5
growers or industry related facilities such
as wholesalers or packers.

Nicola Fraher
(below)

The forum participants
receive presentations
from the growers on
their operations; in
field, packhouse and/
or distribution facilities.
The day also includes a
lunch cooked by a local
chef, in a restaurant
setting, showcasing the
local produce. During
the lunch there is a
presentation or a key
speaker from the industry.
The forums most often
take place in spring
or autumn and usually
include a mix of local chefs,
educators (tertiary training
institution tutors or home economics
teachers), food writers/bloggers and
health professionals.

They also cover the wider topics in their
presentation such as:
• Integrated pest management –
responsible agrichemical use for a safe
food chain.
• Quality control – use of NZGAP system
to oversee the quality of their process
and the resulting product.
• Water management – responsible
water use, where applicable to the
grower.
• Environment – measures for
environmental protection and
compliance requirements.
• Sustainability - of the environment,
the region (population, employment,
economics) and the ability to continue
to supply fresh NZ grown produce
The Forum on Wheels provides the
industry and the participating growers
opportunities to:
• raise awareness of “where the food
comes from”
• raise awareness of current issues
facing the future of the NZ vegetable
industry
• break down the “myths” around the
industry and tell it like it is to key
influencers
• break through the urban/rural divide,
educating attendees on grower
stewardship of the land and addressing
wider environmental concerns
• provide a practical learning experience
for “city” dwellers that have an
influence on how the produce is
consumed.

Thanks to Lesley and her co-author
Lindsay Neill, Vegetables.co.nz has drawn
on the text to produce the Vegetables
Classification and Preparation poster. As
Lesley remarked:
"It's interesting how vegetable cookery
methods change over time. Once we
considered only the starchy items like
potatoes, kūmara, pumpkin and parsnips
as candidates for roasting. Now we enjoy
the slightly charred and caramelised
surfaces of items as diverse as roasted
cauliflower, fennel bulb, okra, tindora,
pikopiko, asparagus, radicchio and beans."
Lesley's love affair with vegetables started
by chance. On a working holiday in the UK
in the seventies, she took a waiting job at
London's Cranks vegetarian restaurant.
A chef's day off sick meant help was
needed in the kitchen. Not allowing a lack
of cookery experience to get in her way,
she put her hand up. A career in cookery
began.

Allen Lim (above left) and Dave Barton
•

The key messaging of the day is “Buy
seasonal fresh NZ grown produce”.
The growers provide an introduction to:
• Their business, its history and the
product/s, growing conditions and
processes.

The New Zealand Chef textbook is the
standard recommended text for chef
training throughout New Zealand and
is soon to be available in its 4th edition.
The textbook holds true to its co-author
Lesley Christensen-Yule 's initial concept;
it's everything a professional cookery
student needs to learn about cookery in
New Zealand. But it also provides the
know-how for
chefs to cut it on
the international
stage.
International
chef students
who come here to
study from many
countries find
the text to be a
wonderful guide
to New Zealand
produce and it's
easy to understand
as well."

•

network and learn from key
“customers/consumers” in their
wider community within a small group
environment.
monitor trends within the key
influencers environments:
o what produce is popular (and what
needs to be worked on)
o

cooking methods and styles

o

what quality, access/supply and
consumption issues do they face?

o

where are the knowledge gaps in
their own training or experiences
that limit their ability to “sell” or
use NZ growers produce?

In return the industry is able to gather
first hand useful information from the
participants on a variety of issues which is
then able to be used in a variety of ways:
• Development of teaching aides/tools.
• Topics and areas for research based
health resources.
• Possible content, programmes,
activities and resources directed at food
writers/bloggers.
• Topics or subjects to focus on in other
media such as on the vegetables.
co.nz website, Facebook page, Fresh
Inspiration magazine or simply used
in email content for various partner
organisations such as NZ Dietitians,
Heart Foundation, HETTANZ and NZ
Restaurant Association.
One of the participants on the Canterbury
Forum on Wheels was Julie North, a
freelance food and health communications
consultant based in Nelson. Within a
couple of days Julie had written her
review of the trip. Below are some of her
comments.
“Earlier this week I had great pleasure in
joining a group of Canterbury’s top chefs,

food writers and nutrition specialists on
a tour of four local growers. It was the
inaugural South Island ‘Forum on Wheels’
The growers gave so generously of their
valuable time and allowed us all to tred
through their fields, their packing sheds
and greenhouses, marvelling at the sheer
scale, detail, intensity, (and heat!), of their
sites.
The extent of effort into supplying the
highest quality vegetables is huge. People
working hard, and doing well in business.
People working to exceed high standards
with no compromise. And people with
genuine passion for what they do. Fresh
vegetables remain some of the best value
items you’ll put in your trolley – thank
goodness for all the growers who do the
hard work for us.”
Another participant, HETTANZ Executive
member, Judy Coleman, also put her
thoughts on the Forum in the HETTANZ
email newsletter. Judy said “What an
amazing day out on Tuesday. Thank-you so
much for the interactive, informative day
visiting vegetable growers in Canterbury.
I learnt a lot and gained so much more
knowledge to pass onto my students. I
really enjoyed it so thanks again for the
time you spent organizing it. I know days
like this take a lot of time to put in place
and then they go so fast. If you get the
opportunity I thoroughly recommend
HETTANZ members attend this forum”.
An unexpected consequence of the Forum
was the young chefs on the trip posting
some of their photos during the day on the
vegetables.co.nz website introducing their
friends and colleagues to vegetables.co.nz.
Yet another successful event which spreads
the important industry messages to the key
influencers working within the hospitality,
education and health sectors.

WHERE YOU GO TO DISCOVER GREAT TASTING, CREATIVE VEGETABLE IDEAS...

"I wasn't vegetarian but quickly learned
a lot about how to use vegetables, seeds
and grains. From there I went on to study
cookery. But it was this initial experience
that changed my approach to cooking.
Vegetables were no longer just an adjunct
to a meal but could shine as the meal."
In the early eighties Lesley began teaching
at AUT. A keen educator, she saw a need
for resources that related to New Zealand's
seasonality, foods and industry practices.
Back then, The New Zealand Qualifications
Authority didn't exist. Courses and texts
came out of the UK. Lesley gained a
reputation for developing integrated and
challenging teaching resources which
taught students not only what they needed
for the UK exams but also gave them the
important 'real world' stuff to secure and
hold down a job.
"I guess it was a natural progression to
bring all this information together as a
textbook and I'd love to take the credit for
thinking of it but I didn't. As teachers, we
all used to moan about not having a local
text, but it was Bronwen Nicholson of
Pearson Education whose idea it was."
"Although it's a huge amount of work to
produce each new edition, it's fabulous to
have the help and support of many sectors
of industry. In this edition, we are hoping
the editor will find room to add in many of
the beautiful vegetable images supplied
by vegetables.co.nz. It's a great free
resource."
The New Zealand Chef, 4th edition by
Lesley Christensen-Yule and Lindsay Neill
is due out later in 2017.
The vegetables.co.nz Classification
and Preparation poster is able to be
downloaded or free of charge prints
ordered from the Education & Resources
section of the website.

Fresh New Zealand Grown Vegetables
Classification, preparation and cookery methods

Ong choi











Peel and cut to size. Leaves edible.

Look for large leaves and short stems. Trim off tough lower stalks, remove loose,
discoloured leaves, wash well.



Trim, peel and cut to size. Baby turnips: leave whole. Tops (leaves) are edible.

Pūhā (rauriki)









Remove coarse stems and discoloured leaves. Wash leaves at least twice under cold
running water. Drain.







Shallow fry

Deep fry

Braise

Stew














Peel, rewash and portion. If leaving skin on, scrub skin well, remove blemishes. Grill:
5mm lengthways slices. Stuff: as per potatoes.





Peel, rewash and portion. If leaving skin on, scrub skin well, remove blemishes and any
greening.









Earth gems (ulluco)









Jerusalem
artichoke









Kūmara: red, gold,
orange

















Potatoes

















Taro root











Yam (oca)





Peel, cut into sections. Discard hard woody core. Roast, bake, shallow-fry, deep-fry:
pre-cook by wet method, drain and dry.





Peel, cook in acidulated water or a blanc to prevent discolouration. Shallow-fry, deepfry: thin slices.

Peel and cut to size. Cook well to prevent allergic reactions. Avoid possible itchy skin by
wearing kitchen gloves when preparing. Grill, bake: very thin slices or pre-cook by wet
methods and drain.



Scrub well, remove blemishes. Use knife tip to clear grit from ‘eyes’.



Roast

Grill

Bake

Shallow fry











Garlic















Leek















Onion













Shallot

























Remove long stalks. Cook bulb whole or cut to requirement. Edible leaves. Deep-fry:
par-cook by wet method, drain, batter or crumb. Braise: blanch and refresh first.





Remove papery skin from cloves. Roast: skin can be left on. Halve large bulbs
crosswise and brush with oil.







Cut off dark green leaves. Keeping root intact, slice through the leek lengthwise, wash
well under cold running water, cut to requirement. Roast, grill: crosscut slices or whole
baby leeks. Bake: par-cook by wet method first. Deep-fry: julienne as crisp garnish.
Braise: trim root-end neatly, blanch, refresh, shape.























Stuff

Stew

Microwave



Braise

Steam



Preparation
Wash all vegetables well before preparing

Deep fry

Boil

BULBS

Fennel bulb































Stuff

Stew

Grill

Braise

Roast

Deep fry

Microwave



Shallow fry

Steam





Roast

Grill

Bake

Shallow fry

Deep fry





Broccoflower

















Broccoli

















Stuff

Microwave



Stew

Steam







(Romanesco)

Broccolini







Cauliflower (white,







Choi sum (flowering







Courgette







Gai lan (Chinese
sprouting broccoli)







green, purple)

cabbage)

or other squash
flowers




























and

SHOOTS

Preparation
Wash all vegetables well before preparing

Remove leafy tops (edible), trim root end, peel coarse strings from outside of stalks, cut
stalks to requirement. Bake: in sauce after par-cooking. Braise: cut to size, blanch, refresh.



Preparation
Wash all vegetables well before preparing
Cut off stems at base. Peel off tough outer leaves to expose paler ones. 1. Whole: Cut
off at least ¼ from the top to remove inner choke. Snip off leaf tips. Wet methods: tie
lemon slices top and bottom to prevent discolouration. Deep-fry: leave stalk intact but
peel its outer layer. Remove top of globe and all dark leaves to create a trimmed ball.
Remove choke. Fry at 175 °C until brown, crisp and opened out. 2. Hearts (bases):
After peeling back, cut through at indent 2/3 rds from top. Remove choke. Trim well. Rub
cut surfaces with lemon or place in well-acidulated water for cooking.



Stuff

Stew

Braise

Deep fry

Shallow fry

Bake

Microwave

Grill

Steam







Remove loose and discoloured leaves, wash well. Cook briefly.

Tung ho (chong
ho) (Garland









Wash leaves at least twice. Remove loose and discoloured leaves. Cook briefly.

Watercress













chrysanthemum)

Witloof

Wash twice. Remove woody stalks and discoloured leaves.










Remove loose or discoloured leaves, cut out bitter core from root end. Grill: halve
lengthways. Bake: in a sauce after par-cooking. Braise: blanch and refresh first.







Remove loose, yellowing leaves, quarter to remove thick stem end. Wash well, shred
or coarsely chop. Stuff, braise: blanch and refresh leaves to soften, remove thick
central ribs.

(Belgian endive)

Wong nga baak







Yen choi (yin choy)
Amaranth leaf







(Peking cabbage,
Napa cabbage)





For red variety, look for large bright leaves with deep red veins. Trim stalks, remove
loose, discoloured leaves, wash well.



FRUIT

Bitter melon (karela)

































Choko (chayote)









Courgette (zucchini)













Cucumber: apple,
short, telegraph,
Lebanese













Eggplant (aubergine)













Fuzzy (hairy) melon













Lauki (Indian marrow, 









Marrow











bottle gourd)











Do not peel. Cut in half lengthways. Scoop out pith and seeds. Slice. Reduce bitterness
by blanching and refreshing or by salting.







Remove stalk end or cut in half lengthwise, remove seeds and membrane. Cut to
requirements. May be grilled or blanched before stuffing. Flame or Char-grill: until
blackened then scrape off skin.





Use small whole or chopped chillies to flavour dishes. Stuff: for larger chillies – grill
or roast to remove skin first. Whole stuffed chillies may be battered or crumbed for
deep frying. Wear kitchen gloves during chilli preparation, or wash hands thoroughly
afterwards.







Remove skin, halve (for stuffing) or quarter, remove core section and cut to requirement.







Trim ends, cut to requirement. Grill: cut in half lengthwise. Deep-fry: pané or batter.
Stuff: halve lengthwise, remove seeds.



Peel tough skins, cut in half lengthwise, remove seeds with tip of spoon. Stuff or cut to
requirement. Telegraph and Lebanese need not be peeled.



Cut stem end off, cut to requirement (strips, slices, halves). To compact flesh and
reduce amount of oil absorption if frying: sprinkle with salt and leave for 30 minutes;
wash, drain and squeeze dry. Stuff: halve, cut around inside edges, score centre flesh,
blanch, microwave or roast to soften and remove central flesh.









Peel or rub skin to remove hairs. Halve and remove seeds if stuffing. Cut to requirement.







If neck end is narrow it will be hard so cut it off. Peel. Cut in half or quarters lengthways.
Remove seeds and pith. Slice or dice.



Either cut in half lengthwise and remove central flesh, or cut into thick rounds and
remove centres. Shallow-fry: peel first, then cut into smaller slices. Roast: cut into thick
chunks or slices.



Trim stalk ends. Use sliced to release slimy mucilage that causes natural thickening in
stews and soups. Use stainless steel pans to avoid discolouration of okra. Roast, grill,
bake, fry: keep whole.



















Plantain (green,
yellow, black)



















Pumpkin and
squash



















Divide into sections, remove seeds, cut skin off if required, cut to requirement. Grill: thin
slices. Stuff: whole squash, remove top stalk end, scoop out seeds, stuff, replace top lid
and bake whole until soft to touch and skewer inserts easily.

Scallopini

















Trim root ends, cut to requirement. Grill: pierce skins of small scallopini with a fork and
grill whole, halve larger ones. Deep-fry: pané or batter. Stuff: cut across top and scoop
out centre.

Spaghetti squash







Cut to size. Deep-fry: batter or flour first.

Tomato





Remove leaves (edible). Cut to size (stalk edible). Roast: oil well, cooked whole or as
florets. Grill: slices or florets. Bake: in sauce after par-cooking. Braise, shallow-fry: can
blanch and refresh first. Deep-fry: batter or flour first.

Turia (ribbed gourd)



Preparation
Wash all vegetables well before preparing

Cups (opened but















Trim or remove stalks. Wipe or brush to remove soil. Slice as required. Deep-fry: batter
or crumb first. Stuff: before grilling or baking.

not flat)

Trim tough stalk ends. Rinse briefly and pat dry before use. Delicate texture, therefore
add to dishes near end of cooking.



(enokitake)

Trim stalk end. Wipe or brush to remove soil. Slice or tear as required.






Cut open to remove seeds. Cover and steam or bake until tender. Scoop pasta-like
strands out with a fork.


































Trim stems or remove if tough. Wipe or brush to remove soil. Slice as required.



Thoroughly rinse in cold water to remove grit. If large, cut into smaller pieces. Valued
for jelly-like texture.

(brown flat or cup)







White ear (jelly







Truffles:

Use in soups, sauces, egg dishes, risotto, chicken,
fish, pasta, potato. Or mix with soft unsalted butter
and use to top grilled and fried foods.

fungus, honeycomb)











Discard paper husk. Rinse to remove stickiness. Reject soft or discoloured fruit.
Fry: slice first.









Slice in half lengthwise or chop into pieces. Deep-fry: raw wedges patted dry or coated
with pané or batter. Stuff: halve and remove seeds or slit along one side, carefully open
and insert stuffing before baking or frying.



Grill: remove core, halve large tomatoes. Score top of small tomatoes with a cross.
Shallow fry: slices of green or firm tomato with or without pané. Stuff: core, optional
blanch and skin first, cut off tops and retain, scoop out seeds and bake with tops on.



Peel off sharp ridges. Peel tough skin from large turia but leave on for young tender
ones. Slice or chop.

SEEDS (LEGUMES)

Beans – green,
French, butter, snake











Broad beans







Edamame







(fresh soy bean)








Preparation
Wash all vegetables well before preparing
Top-and-tail, remove side strings, cut to size. Deep frying: batter or flour first.

















Remove from pods, remove skins from beans after cooking and refreshing. Bake: in
sauce after par-cooking. Shallow fry: after cooking and refreshing.


Commonly cooked in pods then removed but may remove from pods first. Grill: in pods,
quick steam first.

Peas









Snow peas















Trim ends, remove any coarse side strings. Deep-fry: batter or flour first. Stuff: blanch,
refresh, open one side.

Remove from pods.

Sugarsnap















As for snowpeas (above).

Sweetcorn







(mange tout)





Remove husk and threads, trim ends, cut as required. Remove kernels: sharp knife
before or after cooking. Microwave: in husk or wrapped. Grill, roast: blanch and refresh
first or cook in husks.

For recipes and tasty ideas visit

Remove stalks. Wipe or brush to remove soil. Slice as required. Stuff: use a small
spoon to remove gills and create a shell for stuffing.



Shiitake



Top and tail. Make lengthways cuts in skin to peel away in strips. Wet methods: Cook
with skin on until tender then peel. NB green is higher in starch then yellow and black.
Black is softest and sweetest.

(Ivy gourd)

Remove pistils (female flowers) and stamens (male flowers). Remove stalks. Female
flowers may be attached to courgette. Rinse out with cold water if needed.
Deep-fry: batter or pané first. Roast: Stuff first, brush with oil.

(fresh varieties)

Preparation
Wash all vegetables well before preparing

Okra



Trim or remove stalks. Wipe or brush to remove soil. Slice as required. Deep-fry: batter
or crumb first. Stuff: for finger food before grilling or baking.

black, white





(taai goo choi)





Portobello

Tat soi















Trim stalks, remove thick veins. Wash at least twice. Must be cooked thoroughly to
eliminate toxins. Boil: bring to boil, drain then reboil in fresh water. Avoid possible itchy
skin by wearing kitchen gloves when preparing.



Tomatillo







Taro leaves

Trim stalks. Wash and rinse twice to remove grit.










Trim stalks, wash at least twice. Bake (in sauce), stuff: blanch or microwave first and
refresh. For later use: Microwave/blanch, refresh, wrap in a clean dry cloth, squeeze
out the moisture. Deep fry: crisp leaves as garnish.





















Wash stalks and leaves at least twice. Remove stalks and centre ribs (edible) and cut
to requirement if using. Cut or tear leaves. Shake off excess water. Bake: in sauce after
par-cooking.





Thorough rinse in cold water to remove grit. If large, cut into smaller pieces. Valued for
crunchy texture therefore add to dishes near end of cooking.



white, Swiss brown







Tindora

Button

Oyster (phoenix tail)

Remove loose outer leaves. Trim root end. Grill or roast: quarter through root. Stuff:
blanch whole, refresh, make opening in top, work open a cavity.



Choose those with buds not full blooms. Remove loose, discoloured leaves, peel and slit
thick stems. Cut to requirement.

ear, wood ear)

Enoki



Spinach

Trim root end, remove loose, discoloured leaves. Quick cookery methods.
Deep-fry: batter or flour first.



Roast

Boil





Use firm-leaved varieties for cooking. Remove loose and discoloured leaves, wash
well. Braise: blanch whole, refresh, trim and shape.

Sorrel

Remove leaves (edible). Cut to size (stalk edible). Roast: oil well. Grill: slices or florets.
Bake: in sauce after par-cooking first. Braise, shallow-fry: can blanch and refresh first.
Deep-fry: batter or flour first.

FUNGI







As for cabbage (above).





Remove leaves (edible). Cut to size (stalk edible). Roast: oil well. Grill: slices or florets.
Bake: in sauce after par-cooking. Braise, shallow-fry: can blanch and refresh first.
Deep-fry: batter or flour first.

Because of their delicate nature, fresh fungi (except when being used as a flavouring agent or ingredient in stuffing) are best cooked by quick methods or added
to soups and stews near the end of cooking. Dried fungi are more suited to longer moist methods of cookery or if soaked first to rehydrate may be used for fresh
mushrooms methods. Use mushroom trimmings to flavour stocks.

Black fungus (cloud 





Wash well. Trim stalks to approx. 6 cm Deep-fry: batter or flour first.

Braise

Boil









Chilli

FLOWERS







Remove skin, trim root, cut according to requirement. Roast: skin may be left on and
removed before eating. Bake: in sauce after par-cooking.

Cut off base and remove stalks. Leaves edible. Peeling after cooking preserves delicate
flavour. Peel to remove tough skin.









(chard)

Capsicum

Cooking required to destroy natural toxins. Halve lengthways, remove outer leaves, trim
fibrous base, slice thinly across grain. Place in cold water, bring to boil and refresh.
Repeat 2 × more before use.







Silverbeet

Remove skin, trim root, cut according to requirement. Roast: skin can be left on to roast
whole and removed before eating. Grill: slices. Bake: in sauce after par-cooking.
Braise: blanch first. Stuff: peel, cut off top, scoop out centre to leave 1-cm shell.

Peel thick stalks, trim ends. Tie in a bundle before boiling. Deep fry: batter or flour first.

(fern frond)

Artichoke – globe

Remove loose and discoloured leaves; if stem end is thick, make a small incision in the
base. Shallow-fry: slice or shred. Quick cooking maintains purple colour.



Trim root end and dark green leaves, wash well, slice thinly or into short lengths.
Deep fry: batter or flour first.

Bake

Boil





Remove damaged, wilted leaves. Cut off root, cut out any tough central ribs.
Bake: in sauce after par-cooking.

(red or green)

STEMS





As for cabbage (above). Acid ingredients enhance colour.

Wash well. Use knife tip to clear grit from ‘eyes’. Rewash. No need to peel.





Radicchio



Stuff



Preparation
Wash all vegetables well before preparing

Stuff

Cassava

Grill

Roast



Microwave



Steam



Boil

Bake

TUBERS




Stuff






Stew



(water spinach)

Remove loose and discoloured leaves, quarter to remove stalk (edible), wash well,
shred or coarsely chop if required. Roast: thin wedges. Stuff, braise: soften whole
leaves – blanch, refresh, remove thick central ribs.

Stew







Braise







Braise







Deep fry



Kale and curly kale



Deep fry

Turnip



Shallow fry







Shallow fry







Bake



Flower sprouts

kale, black cabbage)




Bake





Grill







Grill









Roast

Swede





Cavolo nero (Tuscan

Roast





Cabbage, red

Microwave





Microwave





Steam





Boil

Salsify root



Steam





Boil



Pikopiko

Stuff

Trim, peel, cut to size. Use acidulated water to prevent browning. Shoots, leaves,
flowers edible.





Stew



Radish



Braise

Lettuce





Deep fry

Remove green tops, scrub and rinse. Peeling reduces pungency. Leaves edible.





Shallow fry





Kohlrabi

Bake







Grill

Trim ends and peel. Cut into even portions or, if small, use whole. Remove woody
centres from large parsnips. Grill: baby parsnips. Bake: in sauce after par-cooking.
Deep fry: peel, thin shavings.

Parsnip



Roast







Microwave







Steam





Celery stalks

Boil

Stuff

Stew

Trim, peel, cut to size. Leaves edible. Bake: in sauce after par-cooking.









Parsley root























Trim root end, remove loose, discoloured leaves.
Remove loose and discoloured leaves; if stem end is thick, make a small incision in the
base. Shallow-fry: slice or shred.













Top, tail, peel. Cut to size, shred or grate for use as a raw condiment. Young leaves
edible.

Daikon















Cabbage















Asparagus



Peel and cut to required size. Eat raw or blanch and refresh for salads. Leaves edible.
Bake: thinly cut in sauce or after par-cooking.



Bamboo shoots





Celeriac

Spring onion















Trim ends and peel. Cut to requirement. Baby carrots: leave whole; green tops may be
left on and trimmed to 2–3 cm. Purple carrots: do not peel if purple colour is required.
Carrot tops (leaves) are edible. Grill: baby carrots. Bake: in sauce after par-cooking.







Brussels sprouts







Bok choy (pak choy)

Preparation
Wash all vegetables well before preparing







LEAVES

Preparation
Wash all vegetables well before preparing
Trim root end, scrub. Leave skin intact until cooked to prevent colour loss. Peel when
cooked. Leaves edible

Carrot: orange,
Purple, yellow, white

(white radish)

Braise



Deep fry



Shallow fry

Roast



Bake

Microwave



Grill

Steam

Beetroot

Boil

ROOTS

Rinse off any dirt. Grate or shave directly into dish at end of cooking. Store unused
truffle in brandy or oil or sealed in a jar with rice. This slows spoilage of truffle and also
infuses truffle flavour into brandy or oil or rice for use in cooking.

Acknowledgement for poster:
The New Zealand Chef, 4th edition by Lesley Christensen-Yule and Lindsay Neill © Edify Ltd 2017.
Reproduced with permission.
ISBN 9780947496456)

VEGE NOTES
Eye on Nature – healthy
partnerships in action
The Manukau Beautification
Charitable Trust holds an
annual event ‘Eye on Nature’
(EON), it is a bespoke event
that promotes sustainable
practices in its activities and
encourages their adoption
by the audience to instigate
more sustainable solutions
at home and schools.
The vision is to ‘Plant a
seed and grow a young
mind’ to engage positively
in on-going environmental
activities.
Eye on Nature is a free
event, it is the Trust’s desire
to make it accessible for all
to attend and to grow the
message of biodiversity in
our own backyard and the
part each one of us can play.
Barbara Carney, the
Community Manager for the Manukau
Beautification Trust, says “it is wonderful
to see our children have a deep
understanding and appreciation of the
fundamental processes that support life
on the planet and to become guardians of
their living environment.”
The three day educational event held on
March 28th, 29th and 30th involved many
schools throughout the Auckland Southern
Region, with 500 students attending each
day.
On Saturday 1st April, the event was
opened up to the wider community with the
same educational messages for families
to attend. It’s not just about educating the
children, the Trust also want the buy in
from the parents and the wider community.
This year the Trust invited Vegetables.
co.nz to partner with them on the Family
Day to promote our educational messages
around healthy eating and the consumption
of fresh grown New Zealand vegetables.
Other programme partners supporting
EON were the Heart Foundation, Nutrition
Foundation, Healthy Families and Gardens
4 Health.
“Thank you for Vegetables.co.nz for
partnering with us at Eye on Nature, without our wonder programme partners

and volunteers the event would not be
the success that it has become, teaching
valuable messages to our young ones and
their families” Barbara said.
EON 2016 saw a crowd of over 11,000
attend the event, which is a wonderful
opportunity to reach a large audience in a
short space of time.
The theme this year was ‘Edibles’, from
the ground to the table, exploring the
importance of the many life forms in the
garden, composting, organic gardening and
healthy eating, how it all intricately works
together.
The Vegetables.co.nz stand was manned
by three dietitian students from Massey
University suitably attired in vegetables.
co.nz shirts and hats with resources
provided by vegetables.co.nz including
children’s height charts, vegetable
colouring pads and various leaflets on
healthy eating ideas.
The students had a fantastic day with
the children and their parents. These
events provide the students valuable time
interacting with the public practising all
that they have learnt in the classroom and
provide vegetables.co.nz with the “boots
on the ground” to get our key messaging to
the public in a relaxed, fun environment.

Market Day in the true sense of the word!
The vegetables.co.nz team took the
event name seriously this year using the
“market” theme for its stall even down
to the hats worn on the day, with bunting
and brown paper bags for the produce!
The annual NZ Guild of Foodwriters
“Market Day” held in Auckland on 1st May
provided foodwriters with the opportunity
to pick up the latest resources and talk
vegetables with the team whilst admiring
the fresh product on display.Thanks to
the growers who kindly donated their
produce, the foodwriters were certainly
impressed!
After setup, the team were pleased to
welcome the NZ Guild’s President, Niki
Bezzant to view their efforts before the
main crowd arrived.
This year’s feature competition on the
vegetables.co.nz stand was to guess the
combined weight of two giant pumpkins
(donated for the day). Despite over 40
entries the winner managed to guess
the weight to within 1kg. There were
even some entrants who were able to lift
one of the two pumpkins, although this
“scientific” approach didn’t necessarily

MacLean Fraser, Executive Chef of Artisan, at the Bolton Hotel, Wellington

Home Economics the
Focus for the Day
The Home Economics and Technology
Teachers Association of New Zealand had
their AGM and Professional Learning Day
in Wellington on the 20th May, held at the
Massey University Campus.
Over 100 of its members attended the day
which consisted of a series of workshops
and speakers on a variety of topics ranging
from the opening keynote address by
Professor Boyd Swinburn on “Reducing
the Obesogenic Environment” to “Using
Social Media in the Classroom” by Ritu
Sehji. During the plenary session Bruce
Robertson presented information on
the vegetables.co.nz “Kids Can Cook”
programme.
With nearly a dozen speakers and ten
workshop sessions it was a very busy day.

guarantee a winning entry as Sue Collins
will attest to.
Over 12 food industry participants had
stands at the event which has been
running for the last 6 years. With over
40 of the Guild’s members attending this
year, it was a wonderful afternoon mixing
one-on-one with some of New Zealand’s
most influential foodwriters and bloggers.

As a feature of the HETTANZ Professional
Learning Day programme vegetables.
co.nz provided a Master Class by MacLean
Fraser (Executive Chef of Artisan, the
restaurant at the Bolton Hotel, Wellington).
The Master Class menu, designed by
MacLean, featured New Zealand king
salmon and a selection of fresh New
Zealand grown vegetables cooked in a
variety of methods. Participants in the
Master Class also received “goodie bags”
containing a wide range of resources and
some donated produce items.
Vegetables.co.nz had an exhibitors stand
promoting the latest additions to its
resources portfolio and website including
the ‘Vegetables – the super supplements’
poster and the recently relaunched edition
of the Classification and Cookery Methods
poster.

WHERE YOU GO TO DISCOVER GREAT TASTING, CREATIVE VEGETABLE IDEAS...

Pan fried King Salmon with smoked
kumara feta cake, pesto baby vegetables
and salmon tortellini
Vegetables.co.nz has been working with
HETTANZ on the development of the
proposed new programme “Kids Can
Cook”. This programme is based on the
recommendations from the recent “Year 7
& 8 New Zealand Food Survey”.
Vegetables.co.nz strongly believes that
were ALL year 7 and 8 students genuinely
taught how to prepare and cook healthy
meals, the children would have a skill for
life and New Zealand’s growing obesity
issue could at least in part be addressed.
From the outcomes of the survey this will
only occur if there is a comprehensive
programme put in place to make it happen.
Some schools are already doing a fabulous
job. The challenge is to empower, motivate,
equip and resource all schools to do so.

VEGE NOTES

Vegetables are good for your brain
Vegetables.co.nz was pleased to be
invited to assist with this year’s Brian
Day programme hosted by the Centre for
Brain Research (CBR) at the University of
Auckland.
“Brain Day” (25th March) is part of Brain
Awareness Week, an annual international
campaign initiated by the Dana Foundation
of New York, to raise public awareness
of the progress and benefits of brain
research. In New Zealand, the Centre for
Brain Research has been hosting these
events since 2010 with the support of the
Neurological Foundation of New Zealand.
The theme for Auckland Brain Day 2017
was ‘Research on the brain’. It was a free
event where people from all walks of life
were invited to experience lectures and
presentations from leading scientists
and clinicians from the Centre for
Brain Research. This fun, engaging and
informative day of neuroscience included a
full programme of brain research findings
and brain health workshops, discussion
groups and talks, engagement activities
with community groups, interactive
research labs and fun activities for all
ages – including science experiments for
children and adults.
The Centre for Brain Research (CBR) is
a multidisciplinary partnership between
scientists, students, clinicians and the

community.The CBR’s ultimate goal is
to produce and translate world leading
research between the laboratory and
patients in the clinic.Their synergistic and
collaborative approach to neuroscience
research fosters interfaculty collaboration,
which means that their teams work at every
level; from the laboratory to the clinic to
whānau and the community.
The Centre is very fortunate to receive
vital support – in many forms – from the
wider community, having established
meaningful partnerships within the nonprofit, governmental, collegiate and private
sectors.
At the heart of the Centre are over 70
research teams and approximately 450
researchers from schools across the
University of Auckland including nutrition.
The University of Auckland, Nutrition and
Dietetic Clinic staff used a ‘smoothie bike’
to draw people to their Dietetic stand to
promote good nutrition for health and invite
discussion. Vegetables.co.nz provided a
variety of resources for the team to use on
their stand.
Julia Sekula, Clinical Director of the
Nutrition and Dietetic Clinic said “the team
really appreciated using the vegetables.
co.nz downloadable resources and were
pleased to have so many great new
resources available”.

Julia Sekula, Clinical Director, Nutrition and Dietetic Clinic, The University of Auckland
Clinics[on the bike] with University students

Trending

Chefs showcase winter vegetables

Vegetables.co.nz Resources Used for
Auckland World Kidney Day Event
Vegetables.co.nz health resources
featured prominently at the recent
Waitemata DHB event held in West
Auckland to celebrate World Kidney Day.
World Kidney Day is a global awareness
campaign aimed at increasing awareness
of how important kidneys are to our
health and reducing the impact of
chronic kidney disease (CKD). It is
celebrated on the second Thursday of
March every year.
The theme for this year ‘Kidney Disease
and Obesity’ was aimed at increasing
awareness of obesity as a risk factor and
promoting healthy lifestyle choices to
achieve and maintain a healthy weight.
People who are overweight or obese are
more likely to develop CKD compared to
those of normal weight. Obesity causes
direct damage by placing an unduly
high burden on the kidneys over many
years - after all a larger body needs
more kidney function! It also contributes
to indirect risk factors such as diabetes
and hypertension. The evidence clearly
shows that successful weight loss lowers
the risk of developing CKD.
Waitemata DHB renal physician, Dr
Jasmine Tan, coordinated the planning
for World Kidney Day 2017. After much
discussion within the wider renal team,
a consensus was reached to have a
health promotion stand directed at high
risk groups in the foyer of a Pak n’ Save
supermarket in West Auckland.
Vegetables.co.nz was delighted to
provide its pull up banners and a
selection of pamphlets with ideas on how
to ‘Veg Up’ meals for a variety of cultural
groups. There was something for
everyone, including children, who were
kept occupied with vegetable themed
colouring-in activities.
The stand was split into two zones.
One was manned by renal nurses and

Chetan Pangam,
Executive Chef / F&B
Manager at Copthorne
Hotel Wellington
Oriental Bay, and
President NZ Chefs
Wellington branch

Beetroot panacotta, pickled beets, roast beets, beetroot
chutney, raw beetroot, poppy seed tuile, tomato shorba
gel with chard leaves

consultants who checked and gave
feedback on blood pressure, weight,
height, BMI and blood glucose.
The other part of the stand was overseen
by renal dietitians who provided advice
on healthy eating, nutrition and physical
activity which included cooking with
vegetables using the healthy plate
model.
The partnership between vegetables.
co.nz and the DHBs is a vital element
of the vegetables.co.nz strategy of
increasing consumption of fresh grown
NZ vegetables. These key influencers are
an important communications channel
to get the vegetables.co.nz health
messages to the public. They provide a
cost effective method of reaching the
general public with much wider coverage
and impact than vegetables.co.nz could
ever achieve through traditional “bought”
media.
Congratulations to the Waitemata DHB
on the fantastic community event and
vegetables.co.nz look forward to working
to support many more of these events
with other DHBs during 2017.

Super rich pumpkin
parfait with
crystalized pistachio
and coconut cream.
Gerrard O'Keefe,
Executive Chef,
The Heritage Hotel,
Auckland.
The Heritage
Experience (T.H.E.)

WHERE YOU GO TO DISCOVER GREAT TASTING, CREATIVE VEGETABLE IDEAS...

Manuka smoked Ora
King salmon,
preparations of
kumara, fresh New
Zealand grown
vegetables, red wine
reduction and popcorn
granola
Marc Soper, Executive
Chef, Wharekauhau
Estate Lodge, Palliser
Bay

WORKING WITH YOU TO INSPIRE INCREASED
VEGETABLE INTAKE
Background

Featured resources

Research

One of the most fundamental and enduring
food recommendaCons is to eat suﬃcient
vegetables. Consuming at least ﬁve servings of
vegetables and fruit each day, with three
servings from vegetables, reduces risk of noncommunicable disease.1 However, one in three
New Zealand adults do not eat the
recommended amount of vegetables.2 It is a
priority to support increased vegetable
consumpCon.

Wide range of resources
• The newest addiCon to the Vegetables.co.nz
range of resources is a poster to promote the
beneﬁts of vegetables for sports people and
athletes.

Survey of Year 7 and 8 school teachers
• Conducted a survey of New Zealand
intermediate and composite schools to
understand the teaching of food
programmes in New Zealand and make
recommendaCons for strengthening cooking
literacy training.

About Vegetables.co.nz
Vegetables.co.nz is a not-for-proﬁt
organisaCon, working for vegetable growers to
promote consumpCon of fresh New Zealand
grown vegetables. It does this in a variety of
ways, one of which is developing tools and
resources to support and inspire increased
vegetable intakes.
These resources can be used by health and
community workers to facilitate increased
vegetable intake and improve dietary paQerns
of individuals and communiCes.
VegUp for Māori, Paciﬁc and Chinese families

Evidence paper on teaching cooking literacy to
children
• To support advocacy for cooking literacy to
be a component of the core curriciulum.

Tools and resources
The wide range of tools and resources
developed by Vegetables.co.nz conCnually
evolves to meet demand from diﬀerent seSngs
and diﬀerent audiences. Monitoring of resource
use shows the most popular items include:
• Website full of tools and Cps
• Almost 600 recipes
• Free print resources for a wide range of
audiences and uses
• PromoConal materials such as banners and
posters

Conclusion
Wide range of teaching resources

• Free library of professionally photographed
vegetable images
• Teaching resources for educators
• Fun acCviCes for children, including brain
teasers and colouring in acCviCes

Improving New Zealander’s intake of fresh
vegetables is a simple step that can be made
towards healthier dietary paQerns.
Vegetables.co.nz provides a range of resources
that are free-of-charge and available for health
and community workers to facilitate and
inspire people to enjoy eaCng more vegetables.

• Mobile app with an A to Z of vegetable
informaCon

Where to ﬁnd us

• Fresh InspiraCon, our newsleQer for chefs
and hospitality workers
• Evidence paper on cooking literacy to
support our advocacy work in relaCon to
teaching cooking literacy in schools.

You can connect with us in a variety of ways:
Website: www.vegetables.co.nz
Recipes
• Always popular as a pracCcal tool to improve
eaCng habits.

Facebook: @newzealandvegetables
Vege Chat Blog:
www.vegetables.co.nz/vege-chat
YouTube: vegetables.co.nz
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